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ABSTRACT 

There are many existing packet marking techniques [1] like probabilistic packet marking (PPM) [1][2][3[4], 

deterministic packet marking (DPM) [1][5][6], router-based approach (RBA)[7][8], and the like. In order for 

traceback mechanism to be competent in tracing, the mechanism should require minimum number of packets 

from the attacker to perform IP Traceback. A mechanism which takes minimum or few or less packets and 

avoids all the possible overheads on packet, router, and/or network is needed for an efficient traceback of the 

origin of the attack, and the mechanism must also provide a solution to mitigate the DoS and/or DDoS attacks 

on the network [1]. In this paper an efficient packet marking technique called swapnil’s packet marking and 

tracebacking (SPMT) technique that requires number of packets equal to the hop distance between the attack 

initiator and the destination (server), which is less than 31 [11] [12] is proposed. Using simulation technique 

we demonstrate that the proposed SPMT algorithm executes in better way than the existing packet marking 

techniques in view of packets required for successful traceback and in mitigating the DoS and/or DDoS attacks 

on the network. Further, the proposed SPMT algorithm does not generate any kind of overhead at the 

intermediate nodes of the network. 
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I. INTRODUCTİON  

 

The DoS and DDoS attacks on the networks are increasing and the result in the performance of network is 

decreasing. Most of the existing packet marking techniques (for IP traceback) requires many packets to 

traceback the source. They also have drawbacks such as packet header overload, network overhead, router 

overhead, etc. Hence in order for traceback mechanism to be competent in tracing, the mechanism should 

require minimum number of packets from the attacker to perform IP Traceback [1].  

Thus, a mechanism which takes few or less packets and avoids all the possible overheads on packet, router, 

and/or network is needed for an efficient traceback of the origin of the attack. Further, the techniques must also 

provide a solution to mitigate the DoS and/or DDoS attacked on the network [1]. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient packet marking technique called swapnil’s packet marking and 

tracebacking (SPMT) technique that requires number of packets almost equal to the hop distance between the 
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attack initiator and the destination (server), which is less than 31 [11][12]. The existing tracebacking techniques 

take many packets for tracebacking and some of them take even thousand packets for tracebacking. The 

proposed SPMT may work on complicated DoS / DDoS attacks that may involve multiple attackers in it. 

Further, this proposed SPMT may be utilized by other existing tracebacking techniques as well so as to reduce 

the number of packets required for the construction of the path during tracebacking. 

 

II. SWAPNIL’S PACKET MARKING AND TRACEBACKING (SPMT) TECHNIQUE 

 

The existing packet marking techniques needs many packets for the path reconstruction. For example, PPM 

technique [1][2][3[4], used for a complete and a successful trace back, the edge sampling [9] technique 

involved in it requires almost 75 packets. In this existing technique, 16 bit IP identification (Id) field is used for 

marking. Also, as a well know concept, a single packet does not carry all the information/data and hence the 

marking node / router fragments the marks and send it in multiple packets.  

In the attack situation, even though the victim/destination may receive enormous number of packets, for doing a 

single traceback to the attacker, the attacker may have triggered the attack by less number of attacks. Hence, a 

technique that will take less or fewer number of packets form tracebacking is considered as most efficient and 

reliable technique for tracebacking.   

In this paper we propose an efficient packet marking technique called swapnil’s packet marking and 

tracebacking (SPMT) technique that requires number of packets equal to the hop distance between the attack 

initiator and the destination (server). The proposed SPMT technique uses time-to-live (TTL) value and the 

identification filed (ID) value of a packet to schedule the marking of the packet. The SPMT algorithm may be 

implemented at the routers available in the network and hence, the algorithm decides which router will mark the 

packet.  The proposed algorithm uses the TTL value to find the hop distance or the count and the ID field of the 

packet to value generated by the source of packet to mark the packet.  

In SPMT we have used the TTL value of the packet to find the hop count at the router. We use the IP ID field 

value of packet and hop count of the packet to decide if the router would mark the packet. 

SPMT Marking Algorithm at router R 

Input: Packet w; Output: w: start; w: end; w: distance 

1:  for each packet p do 

2:  if ((w: ID%31) + 1) = w:hop then 

3:  w: start   IP(router) 

4:  w: distance   0 

5:  else 

6:  if w: distance = 0 then 

7:  w: end   IP(Router) 

8: end if 

9:  increment w: distance 

10:  end if 

11:  end for 
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As the algorithm is adapted to perform modulo arithmetic with 31, the result will always be between v Є {0, 1, 

….. 30}, and hence v + 1 Є {1, ….. 31}. It may be understood that the value v can be equal to the hop count at 

only one of the routers in the path for a given IP ID value of packet.  

From RFC 791 [10], the IP ID field is assigned values normally in three main ways.  

1) Sequential- Each session on machine has its own IP ID assignment counter. In this all packets are marked 

with ID field value by the sender. 

2) Sequential Jump - All the communication sessions going on the machine has same counter for IP ID field 

assignment. 

3) Random - IP ID field is assigned randomly. In randomly generated ID values, ID%31 will have a result which 

would be uniformly distributed. It means that all the routers will have equal probability of marking the packet 

which would be equal to 1 to 31. 

 

III. PATH RECONSTRUCTION IN THE SPMT TECHNIQUE 

 

 

In the path reconstruction, a separate algorithm is proposed, in which the system under attack collects the 

malicious packets and thereby constructs a tree using the packet mark data. If the distance field of the packet is 0 

then an edge is added with root as victim otherwise edges in tree are inserted with end point of edge being start 

and end node given in packet mark and it is inserted at distance w.distance. The complete reconstruction 

algorithm is provided below: 

ALGORITHM:  

Input: Packet w 

Output: Path from victim to attacker 

1: Let T be a tree rooted at v 

2: Let edges in T be tuples (start, end, distance) 

3: for each packet w from attacker do 

4: if w.distance = 0 then 

5: T.insertEdge(w.start,v,0) (edge is inserted with end nodes being victim and start node if the distance field of 

the packet is zero.) 

6: else 

7: T.insertEdge(w.start,w.end,w.distance) (edges are inserted in tree T if distance field is non zero.) 

8: end if 

9: end for 

10: remove any edge (x,y,d) with d!= distance from x to v in T (some pruning takes place and all edges(x; y; d) 

are removed where distance of x 6= d from victim) 

11: extract path (Ri;…….;Rj) by enumerating acyclic paths in T (acyclic paths are extracted forming the attack 

paths) 

 

IV. RESULTS OF SIMULATION 

 

In this section, we try to analyze how SPMT perform with the different hop values. We simulate our algorithm 

in NS-2 simulator having Network animator as front end and TCL as back end scripting language. We have 
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written small code to simulate PPM, and SPMT. The Parameters analyzed / calculated for the successful 

implementation of the propose Packet Marking Algorithm.  

Table I. Time vs. Throughput  and Normalized Routing Overhead 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Throughput is increased as time passes. Better performance for SPMT algorithm than PPM algorithm is seen. 

Normalized Routing Overhead is decreased with time effectively with SPMT algorithm than PPM algorithm. 

The throughput is measured as data packets per second or data packets per time slot, and the unit is 

packet/second. The Normalized Routing Overhead is measured as the total the number of transmitted routing 

packets (hop-wise) to the number of data packets received by the destination nodes. The Normalized Routing 

Overhead is measured as data packets per second or data packets per time slot, and the unit is packet/second. 

The Normalized Routing Overhead is calculated by using a formula: Normalized Routing Overhead = Control 

overhead / No of packets received by a node. 

Table II. Time vs. Packet Delivery ration and Dropping ratio. 

 

 

Time (sec) 

SPMT Algorithm  PPM Algorithm 

Dropping Ratio Packet Delivery Ratio Dropping Ratio Packet Delivery Ratio 

0.01 0 100 52.8292 47.1708 

0.02 26.4145 73.5855 52.8403 47.1597 

0.03 26.4145 73.5855 52.8459 47.1541 

0.04 26.4198 73.5802 52.8396 47.1604 

0.05 26.4055 73.5945 52.8393 47.1607 

 

Dropping ratio is less using SPMT algorithm as compared to PPM Algorithm. The Packet Delivery ratio is more 

in SPMT algorithm as compared to the PPM Algorithm. The packet delivery ratio is the ratio of the number of 

delivered data packet to a end point (destination). This explains the level of delivered data to the destination. 

The packet delivery ratio is calculated by packet delivery ratio = (total number of packets received by a node / 

total number of packets sent by a node )*100 

The dropping ratio is a packet loss during transmission till delivery of packets from source to destination. The 

packet dropping ratio is calculated by packet dropping ratio = (((total number of packets sent by a node) – (total 

number of packets received by a node) / (total number of packets sent by a node)*100) 

 

 

 

 

 

Time 

(sec) 

SPMT Algorithm 

 

PPM Algorithm 

Throughput  Normalized 

Routing 

Overhead 

Throughput Normalized 

Routing 

Overhead 

0.01 775245 9.29894 365689 19.7134 

0.02 285267 25.271 182823 39.4315 

0.03 190178 37.9064 121867 59.1543 

0.04 142655 50.5341 91433.3 78.8439 

0.05 114159 63.1481 73155.4 98.543 
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Table III. Time vs. Packet Delivery ration and Dropping ratio. 

 

 

Hop(s) 

SPMT Algorithm PPM Algorithm 

No. of 

Packets 

required 

Probability No. of 

Packets 

required 

Probability 

1 834 1 835 1 

2 5482 0.5 835 0.5 

3 9301 0.333333 9301 0.333333 

4 5482 0.25 834 0.25 

5 10132 0.2 834 0.2 

6 5482 0.166667 10132 0.166667 

7 10132 0.142857 833 0.142857 

8 10132 0.125 831 0.125 

9 832 0.111111 831 0.111111 

10 832 0.1 833 0.1 

11 10132 0.0909091 10132 0.0909091 

The below motioned table is used to show the average number of packets required for a successful traceback to 

the source for threshold values 20, 25 and 31. The number of packets sent from source to destination in this 

simulation is 25, 50, 60, 75 and 100. The below mentioned result was obtained: 

Threshold Value  20 

Packet Sent 25 50 60 75 100 

Packet Received 25 50 60 75 100 

Marked Packet 21 31 41 58 73 

Unmarked Packets 4 19 19 17 27 

Tracing Possible NO NO NO NO YES 

 

Threshold 

Value  

25 

Packet Sent 25 50 60 75 100 

Packet 

Received 

25 50 60 75 100 

Marked Packet 13 37 39 53 61 

Unmarked 

Packets 

12 13 21 22 39 

Tracing 

Possible 

NO NO NO YES YES 

 

Threshold Value  31 

Packet Sent 25 50 60 75 100 

Packet Received 25 50 60 75 100 

Marked Packet 15 33 38 43 57 

Unmarked Packets 10 17 22 32 43 

Tracing Possible NO NO YES YES YES 
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From the results in Table above it is seen that traceback is possible for different set of packets with threshold 

values of 20, 25 and 31 using the SPMT algorithm. It can also be observed from the results in Table that on an 

average about 65-75% of the packets received at the destination are marked. This proves the marking efficiency 

of the algorithm. 

 

V. GRAPHICAL RESULTS OF SIMULATION 
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VI. CONCLUSION  

 

The DoS and DDoS attacks on the networks are increasing and the result in the performance of network is 

decreasing. Most of the existing packet marking techniques (for IP traceback) requires many packets to traceback 

the source. They also have drawbacks such as packet header overload, network overhead, router overhead, etc. 

Hence in order for traceback mechanism to be efficient in tracing, it should take minimum number of packets 

from the attacker to perform IP Traceback. 

Thus, a mechanism (SPMT) that takes few or less packets and avoids all the possible overheads on packet, router, 

and/or network is proposed for an efficient traceback of the origin of the attack. Further, the techniques also 

provide a solution to mitigate the DoS and/or DDoS attacked on the network. 
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